Abstract. Suppose that u is subharmonic in the plane and that, for some p > 1, lim,.,«, B(r)/(log rf = a < oo. It is shown that, given e > 0, A(r) > B{r) -(a + e)Re{(log rY -(log r + mf) for r outside an exceptional set E, where <p-l)(log tf-1 f=¿¿ (logry-'^nll.r) '
On integrating z~x Log(l -z/t) around a semiannulus in the upper half-plane we obtain, for any positive t, CH'-t|-S1+7)}I ■ /"* M1 -"T '") * -/"" M1 -T '*) *• <2-2>
Integrating both sides with respect to n*(t) from 0 to R and inverting the order of integration (which is justified since all three integrands are nonposi-tive) we obtain I(RX, R2,R)= f dBf* Arg(l -^ e») dp*(t) -f d9f* Arg(l -^V9) dp*(t) We choose R so that the second and third terms of the right-hand side of (3.2) are small. This is done as follows. Given tj > 0, we can find arbitrarily large values of r such that f ^ dt < B(r) < (a + TjXlogry.
■'o < Suppose that /t*(f) >p(a + 2T/)(log t)"~x for r' < t < r. Then (a + 2T,){(log rf -(log r'f) < f ^ ¿, < (a + r,)(log rf, from which it follows that r' > r", where v = (t]/(a + 2t/))1//'. Also 5(r') < B(r) < (a + 77)(log r)" < (q + ^)(q + 2v) (log ry 
